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- currently CEO Citynet, here speaking for myself

- 30 years experience in hightech and services

- 6 years ago : telecom , fiber-from-the-home  (as the customer percieves 
him/herself to be the centre of the universe)
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The first casualty of war is the truth : -> telecom apparently is a warzone

Technology is obscured by spindoctors and propaganda, at cocktailparties 
everybody has an (usually uninformed) opinion 

One conclusion: the stakes are high, it really matters to society\

But; For policymakers and regulators very difficult to grasp the key issues through 
all the FUD
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The fundamentals you should understand

Why fiber is  superior and badly needed

The full picture about  costs

Open network or the last man standing

How to frustrate regulators and eliminate competition
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Why the fuss about fiber?

Far superior for the same costprice

The picture shows 2 fibers in 1 very tiny cable, it can easily be 6 fibers…

High density : (show samples)

20 mm diameter : 600 fibers

The same diameter as a coaxial cable: 144 fibers

Bendable fibers can nowadays really cut corners
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Attenuation -> loss of strenght is dependent on frequency

High frequencies lose power quickly

(compare to sound from a pop concert; you only hear the base from a distance..)
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Attenuation can be translated to transmission capacity.

Compare fiber to copper telephone line and coaxial cable.

1 centimeter : fiber more than 10.000 times higher

3000 meters: fiber more than a million (coaxial) or 100 million (copper) 
times higher

Smart engineers use already every trick in the book to squeeze more out 
of copper and coax, like not digital (2 levels) but discrete (64 levels) 
modulation

We don’t need this? Think back 20 years and try to predict the future of 
now…
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Technology neutral : fiber does nothing but guide light -> just as easy TV 
broadcast as interactive datacomms
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Transmission capacity

We have grown to use the term bandwidth , which has several deficiencies:

-The numbers can be fudged easily, masking asymmetry up and down

- You tend to think in averages (but you can drown in average 10 cm of water)

- Its gives a content-delivery mindset

Latency is much more appropriate for telecommunication

Bandwidth is content-delivery-think  latency is communication-think 
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A good example of the deficiency of bandwidth:

A truck with DVD’s has a bandwidth of >  100 Gbps, but is useless for 
communication purposes
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Latency = roundtrip delay; 

For humans real time communication requires a response time less than 0,2 sec 
(which is very hard given all the computers and networkelements inbetween)

For communication symmetrical performance needed, peak capacity more 
important than average

Teleworking, voice/video comm., gaming

Telecommunication instead of telecontent
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0,2 seonds is a magic number

Calculate this example with 5 steps, assumed each take 0,04 sec

(This is hard: a standard webcam uses 0,4 seconds delay to get the picture in the 
memory of the computer)

The effect lower peak bandwidth is increased latency, the effect of asymmetry is 
very high and unacceptable.

Average bandwidth requirements are quite low, but give a compete false 
indication of the requirements: 

For an adequate reponse performance you need 100/100 Mbps….

Bandwith is result of latency not the cause , average bandwidth usage is 
completely misleading
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Communication is king, content is bait with a hook

Odlyzko: economic value communication 10 x economic value 
content

Don’t fall for the loud screaming content industry, they have to 
adapt better, the real value is in communication

Content is used as a bait to hook you to infrastructure
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Relativity : compare the Capex per home to a:

new bike, 

new frontdoor, 

double glazing windows

Other example: if you want to keep the rural areas populated by giving them 
advanced infrastructure:

We don not need much EU Agricultural subsidies any more with the current world 
prices: 

Use 20 % of the yearly subsidies and you can pay in 10 years for fiber to the farm 
in all of the EU.
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Domain 

From Home to first aggregation point in the City (POP, switchhouse, MDF, and 
other names are used), 

We talk about the passive network in a city environment, rural areas is different.
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What drives monthly costs per dark fiber line (pair)?

Most costs are unavoidable

Amortization (no 2, unless you make a choice that reduces it to less 
than 20 years : imagine you are in 1988 and have to predict the 
future..)

Capital Costs (no 1)

Maintenance (almost negligible)

Utilization is therefore a leverage point: low utilization multiplies the 
cost per active line pair.

Utilization like telephony network  -> cost per line is 
comparable to ULL copper line costs  
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But:

-Old depreciated infrastructure will use price dumping and hooks (exclusive 
content deals) to retain customers

- The roll out time is much larger than most people think

Have’s and have nots

Disadvantage for entrant with new network in getting exclusive content 
until coverage is equal to old networks
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So will we see a bloody and bitter fight for 15 years with at the end one man 
standing? Or will the transition be to a shared infrastructure?

The regulatory framework dictates a bloody fight till one survives.

There use to be safe harbours : services which were defacto monopolies and 
paid for the unavoidable costs

-Telephony for copper wire

- TV for coaxial

Internet was a marginal cost, competition was in a seperate arena from the safe 
harbours.

No more safe harbours, so fight for existence with no compromises starts

This no morfe the case
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Assume a starting point where two parties have 50 % of the market, each their 
own new network
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One gets the upper hand, the other faces disaster: the first competitor can make 
profits at much lower prices.

(Costs for electronics and services is assumed to be only dependent on take up 
rate)

Reaction : fight like hell.
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Alternative: share usage of infrastructure, increase effective utilization of 
infratstructure, lower costs for both, make competition more stable
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But: mindset of regulators is set on battle until all but one die.

Battle is on unequal ground.

- Bias against new entrants

- Unacceptable interpretation of copyright laws by allowing packaging of exclusive 
(TV) content with (TV) commodities
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If you as an incumbent want to preclude any battle to the death (understandably 
given the current mindset):

-Many small aggregation points =  Very high capex for new entrant

Topology

Exclusive TV content packaged with commodities
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Topology with a high level of lock-in
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The alternative.

Contrary to popular belief: many fibers is not a problem at all. Practice in 
Amsterdam is 13.000 to 20.000 fibers per POP/first aggregation point.
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Don’t make the mistake to mix topology  with technology.

If you have Home-run, you can mix any technology you like, on an individual 
basis.

The best level of facility based competition.

However, if you have deep-splitters, you are limited in technology choices.
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Economists can show you that the best possible situation for society is if an input 
can be used for many independent value streams.
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By strategic design this is severely restricted: good for incumbent, bad for 
economy.
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Wrap up.
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